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ROCKIN’ ARTS SCENE!

Our community is studded with art-makers and its attractions include: cultural institute and art museum, community arts center, inviting library, international symphony orchestra, active theater troupe, art galleries and lots of year-round opportunities to be involved.
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Beguiling light,
Star-filled sky—for decades upon decades, artists have flocked to Eastport for its extraordinary quality of light.
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This is a great place to raise a family—

with varied activities, potluck parties and a vibrant community. Your kids can play with Eastport Strings, join in trail hikes, get messy at art workshops, bike the neighborhood and get close with schoolmates.
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Revel in our architecture—from Greek revival to contemporary modern, plus quirky do-it-yourselfers. More than 70% of our homes were built before 1900.
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Where the sun rises first

Halfway between Halifax, Nova Scotia and Portland, Maine, we’re the easternmost city in the U.S.
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Deepest water—
Our natural harbor is the deepest in the continental U.S., shipping cows to Russia, pulpwood to China and soon—wood pellets to Europe.
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Walk, bike and kayak— in our compact city, you can walk and bike anywhere. You can kayak in our bay in all directions.
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And we go WAY back
we have the nation’s oldest ship chandlery (1818), North America’s last remaining traditional stone-ground mustard mill (1900) and the oldest diner in Maine (1924).
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BY THE SEA

Enjoy our seaside amphitheater (only the second ever built on Maine’s coast), watch our whales, harbor seals and morning fog, soak in the smell of the North Atlantic.
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Harnessing the tides we just produced the first North American commercial tidal energy, tapping our high tides.
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We’re right next to Canada!
With twice as much to explore, it’s like living in two countries at once!
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WHERE local food IS A PASSION

We have a year-round organic greenhouse and local buying club and a hopping farmer’s market downtown. We have the longest growing season in Maine.
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THE DOWNTOWN SCENE

Stroll around and see our eclectic mix: pet store, fish market and fishing fleet, bakery, art galleries, hardware store, farmer’s market and great restaurants of all styles—from upscale to diner, from New England traditional to Greek.
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WE KNOW HOW TO CELEBRATE

Our 4th of July and Pirate Festivals are the biggest in Maine, and for New Year’s Eve we celebrate twice—once for Canada with the maple leaf drop, and once for the U.S. with the sardine!
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The Great Sardine & Maple Leaf Drop,
New Year’s Eve,
Eastport
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